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1.

Introduction to linear equations

If a Math students looks to the webpage Wolfram Problem Generator he/she finds the
following stimuli on two algebraic problems. What does they means? How to solve they?
He/She needs to recall in his/her mind some information about linear equation.
With this aim, in the next paragraphs we are trying to summarize some important and useful
notes to focus attention on Linear equation and its possible application in School
Mathematics contexts. Of course the text doesn’t want to be exhaustive but it aims to point
out some math elementary theoretical aspect on the same mathematics subject.

Solving linear equations is an important and fundamental skill in Algebra.
Studying Algebra, we are often presented with a problem where the answer is known (as
shown in Wolfram Problems), but part of the problem is missing. The missing part of the
problem is what we have to find.

In Didactic of mathematics is usual to say that, If we want to solve a problem using algebra
(for example) we need to translate the “natural” language in which the problem is expressed
to a more formal one.
For example if we want to know which linear functional equation does the handrail of the
railing correspond to in the coordinate system shown in the following picture (refereed to:
https://mathcitymap.eu/en/portal-en/#!/task/392240 ) we should define a model of it.

The Author of this problem discuss the following one:
The y-intercept is 1.5.
For the slope, delta y=17 and delta x=27
m=deltay/deltax=0.63
y=0.63x+1.5

The same strategy should be use to discuss the find the linear function that corresponds to
the banister shown: https://mathcitymap.eu/en/portal-en/#!/task/215659

In this chapter we are discussing these aspect focusing to linear and quadratic function and
recalling their possible use in modelling real word problem.

1.1.LINEAR EQUATION DEFINITION
A linear equation is defined as any other equation: It is made up of two expressions set equal
to each other. A linear equation, in particular:
1) Has one or two variables.
2) No variable is raised to a power greater than 1 or used as the denominator of a fraction.
3) When you find pairs of values that make the linear equation true and plot those pairs on a
coordinate grid, all of the points for any one equation lie on the same line. Linear equations
graph as straight lines.
A linear equation in two variables describes a relationship in which the value of one of the
variables (in general called y) depends on the value of the other variable (in general called x).

To solve a linear equation is useful to follow these steps:

Step 1: Simplify each side, if needed.
This would involve things like removing parenthesis, fractions, decimals, and adding like
terms.
Step 2: Use Addiction/Subtraction as properties to move the variable term to one side and all
other terms to the other side.
Step 3: Use Multiplication/Division as properties to remove any values that are in front of the
variable.
Step 4: Interpret your answer.

With the aim to give to this document a multimedia setting, instead of listing exercise
related to the solution of linear equations, we refer to the following Khan Academy open
videos useful to have a clear description, step by step, to solve linear equations:
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra-home/alg-basic-eq-ineq/alg-old-schoolequations/v/algebra-linear-equations-1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra-home/alg-basic-eq-ineq/alg-old-schoolequations/v/algebra-linear-equations-2

1.3.VARIATION IN WORD PROBLEMS ON LINEAR EQUATION
Looking to the didactical difficulty that Math Teachers have teaching in Classroom this math
subject, particular attention is due to the solution of real word problems in which relations
among known and unknown numbers are involved in the form of linear equations.

It is important that teacher stress with students the following steps useful in solving a linear
equation word problem:
1) Read the problem carefully and note what is given and what is required and what is given.
2) Denote the unknown by the variables as x, y, …
3) “Translate” the natural language text into the language of mathematics.
4)

Form

the

linear

equation

using

the

conditions

given

in

the

5) Solve it for the unknown.
6) Verify to be sure whether the answer satisfies the conditions of the problem.

problems.

The following Khan Academy open videos should discuss good examples of real word
problems

in

linear

equation:

https://www.khanacademy.org/test-prep/sat/sat-math-

practice/new-sat-heart-of-algebra/v/sat-linear-equation-harder
https://www.khanacademy.org/test-prep/sat/sat-math-practice/new-sat-heart-ofalgebra/v/sat-linear-equation-easier

2.

Introduction to quadratic equations

Surfing

the

Internet,

Maria,

a

Secondary

school
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finds

this

video

(https://us.sofatutor.com/mathematics/videos/word-problems-with-quadratic-equations)
related to a Algebraic problem.

She realizes that to solve it she needs to use quadratic equation. But … what is it? How to
solve it?
In this chapter, we are reviewing solving quadratic equations recalling some methods used
by, Math School students like factoring, using the quadratic formula, using the square root
method, using graphs, and solving quadratic equations by completing the square.

2.1.QUADRATIC EQUATION DEFINITION
A quadratic equation is an equation of the form ax 2  bx  c  0 where a, b, and c
are real numbers and a  0 .

The way to solve it are different, in next paragraphs we will briefly recall these using
examples:
Solving Quadratic Equations Using Factoring:

To Solve a quadratic equation using factoring:
1) Put the quadratic equation into standard form (above).
2) Factor the quadratic expression.
3) Set each factor equal to zero.
4) Solve each equation.
5) Check each root in the original equation.

For example:

x2 + 4x = 5
-5 -5
x2 + 4x – 5 = 0
(x + 5)(x – 1) = 0
x+5=0

x–1=0

-5 -5

+1 +1

x = -5

or

x=1

Solving quadratics equation using the quadratic formula:
Not every quadratic equation can be solved by factoring. In this case, we need to use the
quadratic formula.
Quadratic Formula:

x = - (b) ± √b2 – 4ac
2a

Notice that if :
b2  4ac  0 then there are no real solutions to the equation,
b2  4ac  0 , then there is a unique solution, and
b2  4ac  0 , then there are 2 solutions.

To Solve a quadratic equation using the quadratic formula:
1)

Put the quadratic equation into standard form (above).

2)

Write out the formula and what a, b, & c stand for.

3)

Substitute for each variable.

4)

Split into two separate equations (setting each equal to zero) and solve.

5)

Check each root in the original equation.

For example:

2x2 + x = 6
-6 -6
2x2 + x – 6 = 0

x = - (b) ± √b2 – 4ac
2a
a = 2, b = 1, c = -6

x = - (1) ± √(1)2 – 4(2)(-6)
2(2)

x = -1 ± √1 +48
4

x = -1 ± √49
4

x = -1 ± 7
4

x = -1 + 7
4

x= 6
4

x= 3

x = -1 – 7
4

x = -8
4

x = -2

2
Solving quadratic equations using the square root method
For example:

x 2 = 16
Þ x 2 = ± 16
Þ x = ±4
Thus, the solution set is 4, 4 .

Solving quadratic equations using graphs
For example:
x2  x  2  0 .

The graph of y  x 2  x  2 .

Since we are given the graph of y  x 2  x  2 and we are asked to solve x 2  x  2  0 ,
we need to look for any places on the graph where y  0 , i.e., we need to find the xintercepts of the graph. Since the x-intercepts are (2, 0) and (1, 0) , we can conclude that

2, 1 .

the solutions are x   2 or x  1 , so the solution set is

Solving quadratic equations by completing-the-square
Using the square root method to solve a quadratic equation only works if we can write the
quadratic equation so that one side is the square of a binomial.
To write the square of a binomial, we start with a perfect square trinomial as following
Perfect Square Trinomials

 Factored Form

x 2  8 x  16



( x  4) 2

x2  6 x  9



( x  3) 2

Notice that for each perfect square trinomial, the constant term of the trinomial is the
square of half the linear term (in this case, the coefficient of x).
To Solve a quadratic equation using the quadratic formula:
1)

2
Write the equation in standard form ( ax  bx  c  0 ).

2)

Divide both sides of the equation by the coefficient of the quadratic term, a, in order

to make that coefficient 1.

3)

Complete the square:
a. Multiply the coefficient of the linear term by one-half, then square the result.
b. Add and subtract the value obtained in step a.

4)

Write the square of a binomial plus a constant, then move the constant to the other

side of the equation.
5)

Use the square root method to find the solution.

For example:
x 2  3x  4  0

First, we need to find the square of half the coefficient of the linear term (in this case, the
coefficient of x):

 12  (3)    23 
2

2

 9
4

Now add and subtract 9 on the left-hand side of the equation, and solve for x.
4

x 2  3x  4  0







x 2  3x  9  9  4  0





4

4

x  3x  9  9  4  4  0
4
4
4
2

 x  32  x  32   49  164  0
 x  32   74  0
 x  32    74
 x  32     74
2

2

2



x  3   1  7



x  3  i 7



2

2

2

(since

2

1  i)

x  3  7i
2



2



Thus, the solution set is  3  7 i,  3  7 i .
2

2

2

2

After discussing the possible way to solve the quadratic equation, of course, it is important
for a math teacher to present real word problems and ask students to translate these

mathematically. The web page https://www.onlinemathlearning.com/quadratic-equationsword-problems.html is very rich in this sense and it can be useful for future teachers in
classrooms.

Resources:

Wolfram Problem Generator
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra-home/alg-basic-eq-ineq/alg-old-schoolequations/v/algebra-linear-equations-1
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/algebra-home/alg-basic-eq-ineq/alg-old-schoolequations/v/algebra-linear-equations-2
https://www.khanacademy.org/test-prep/sat/sat-math-practice/new-sat-heart-ofalgebra/v/sat-linear-equation-harder
https://www.khanacademy.org/test-prep/sat/sat-math-practice/new-sat-heart-ofalgebra/v/sat-linear-equation-easier
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-eighth-grade-math/cc-8th-linear-equationsfunctions/linear-nonlinear-functions-tut/v/linear-and-nonlinear-functions-example-3
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/cc-eighth-grade-math/cc-8th-linear-equationsfunctions/8th-linear-functions-modeling/v/exploring-linear-relationships
http://www.progettoaral.it/aral-project/
https://us.sofatutor.com/mathematics/videos/word-problems-with-quadratic-equations
https://www.onlinemathlearning.com/quadratic-equations-word-problems.html
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiH5oHcuJzuA
hUECuwKHfsFCzQQFjAIegQIBxAC&url=http%3A%2F%2Fspot.pcc.edu%2F~kkling%2FMth_95%2FSecti
onV_Quadratic_Equations_and_Functions%2FModule3%2FModule3_Graphing_Quadratic_Functions
_Pete_old.doc&usg=AOvVaw0QUc66lJMw9-xCKtLwra1t

https://www.superprof.co.uk/
https://mathcitymap.eu/en/

